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ABSTRACT
We report the discovery and orbit of a new dwarf planet candidate, 2015 RR245, by the Outer Solar System Origins
Survey (OSSOS). The orbit of 2015 RR245 is eccentric (e=0.586), with a semimajor axis near 82 au, yielding a
perihelion distance of 34 au. 2015 RR245 has g - r = 0.59  0.11 and absolute magnitude Hr = 3.6  0.1; for an
assumed albedo of pV=12%, the object has a diameter of ∼670km. Based on astrometric measurements from
OSSOS and Pan-STARRS1, we ﬁnd that 2015 RR245 is securely trapped on ten-megayear timescales in the 9:2
mean-motion resonance with Neptune. It is the ﬁrst trans-Neptunian object (TNO) identiﬁed in this resonance. On
hundred-megayeartimescales, particles in 2015 RR245-like orbits depart and sometimes return to the resonance,
indicating that 2015 RR245 likely forms part of the long-lived metastable population of distant TNOs that drift
between resonance sticking and actively scattering via gravitational encounters with Neptune. The discovery of a
9:2 TNO stresses the role of resonances in the long-term evolution of objects in the scattering diskand reinforces
the view that distant resonances are heavily populated in the current solar system. This object further motivates
detailed modeling of the transient sticking population.
Key words: Kuiper belt objects: individual (2015 RR245)
anapparent magnitude of mr ~ 21.5. At mr=21.8, 2015
RR245 is the brightest target discovered by OSSOS. At a
current heliocentric distance of 65 au, this bright OSSOS
detection is also far beyond the median distance of TNO
detections in sky surveys. Its substantial distance requires 2015
RR245 to be sizable.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Outer Solar System Origins Survey (OSSOS) was
designed to provide a set of 500+ very precise trans-Neptunian
object (TNO) orbits by the end of its 2013–2017 observations
with the Canada–France–Hawaii Telescope (CFHT) (Bannister
et al. 2016). As OSSOS covers 155 square degrees of sky on
and near the solar system midplane, the Kuiper Belt’s steep
luminosity function (Gladman et al. 2001; Petit et al. 2011;
Fraser et al. 2014) was used to predict that the brightest target
expected to be found over the course of the survey would have

2. DISCOVERY AND SIZE
2015 RR245 was discovered with apparent mean magnitude
mr = 21.76  0.01 in three images taken with theCFHT
1
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Table 1
Selected Observations with theCFHT MegaCam of 2015 RR245
Time (UT)
2015
2015
2015
2016
2016
2016
2016

09
09
09
02
02
06
06

09.37654
09.42092
09.46188
04.22299
04.22679
07.61302
08.57085

Filter

Exposure
Time (s)

Magnitude

IQ (″)

Target
Elongation (°)

R.MP9602
R.MP9602
R.MP9602
R.MP9602
G.MP9402
R.MP9602
R.MP9602

300
300
300
200
200
300
300

21.77±0.02
21.77±0.02
21.73±0.02
22.04±0.06
22.63±0.07
21.94±0.03
21.88±0.02

0.42
0.42
0.42
1.21
1.56
0.55
0.60

159.3
159.3
159.4
51.4
51.4
69.5
70.4

Note. The photometry is calibrated to the SDSS per the methodology in Bannister et al. (2016). The ﬁlter bandpasses are similar to those of Sloan.

MegaCam in an r-band ﬁlter over a two-hour span on 2015
September 9 (Table 1). The TNO was found within the 21 deg2
survey region centered at R.A. 0 h30 m , decl. +5 . 0, the seventh
of the eight OSSOS survey areas. The discovery analysis was
as described in Bannister et al. (2016). 2015 RR245 is a
characterized discovery within OSSOS: its discovery magnitude is within the range where the survey has a calibrated
detection efﬁciency and full tracking of all discoveries to a
high-precision orbit was possible. A full debiasing of the
region’s discoveries will be accomplished using the OSSOS
survey simulator (Bannister et al. 2016) in the future. Because
OSSOS reduces an entire discovery semester of data after the
semester’s observations are complete, the software ﬁrst yielded
the object in late 2016 January. OSSOS imaging is designed to
provide tracking throughout the discovery semester; these data
quickly yielded further astrometry in 2015 September through
December.
In 2016 February, just before 2015 RR245 moved close to
solar conjunction, a sequential pair of images in g and r
(Table 1) yielded a preliminary broadband color of
g - r = 0.59  0.11. The relatively neutral color (compare
thesolar g - r = 0.44  0.02)27 is more common to a
dynamically excited “hot” Kuiper Belt object rather than that
found in the cold classical belt (Doressoundiram et al. 2005;
Peixinho et al. 2015).
We reobserved 2015 RR245 in early 2016 June as part of
planned OSSOS recovery observations for the ﬁelds observed
in 2015. 2015 RR245 was found to have mr ~ 21.8 (Table 1),
consistent with the brightness found in the 2015 September
discovery observations. All measurements can be retrieved
from the IAU Minor Planet Center (MPC)28; photometry
referred to here is summarized in Table 1.
Based on the heliocentric distance (see Section 3), the
absolute magnitude Hr is 3.6±0.1 (HV = 3.8  0.1).29The
albedos for 2 < HV < 4 TNOs that have been determined by
thermal measurements range between pV=7% (2002 MS4;
HV = 4.0 ) and 21% (Quaoar; HV = 2.7) (Brucker et al. 2009).
For an assumed albedo pV at each end of this range, less or
more reﬂective, respectively, thediameter of2015 RR245
is 870–500 km. For an albedo of 9% like that of HV = 2.0
TNO 2007 OR10 (Pal et al. 2016), which is on a comparable
orbit (a=67 au, q=33 au) at a current distance of 88 au
(Schwamb et al. 2010), 2015 RR245’s diameter would be

770 km. The neutral color of 2015 RR245 leans it toward being
part of the neutral color class, which has lower albedos of ∼6%
(Lacerda et al. 2014). However, because ofthe wide range of
albedos seen for objects in this HV range (Lellouch et al. 2013),
we adopt a modal albedo of pV=12% (D∼ 670 km) in the
rest of this discussion.
The plausible diameter range for 2015 RR245 is interesting
because it spans the range of sizes where signiﬁcant changes
occur in TNO surface composition, particularly with the
presence of deep water ice absorption (Brown 2012). At this
size scale, objects with the expected ice/rock compositional
mix predominant in the outer solar system are expected to
adjust to an approximately spherical hydrostatic equilibrium
shape (Tancredi & Favre 2008; Lineweaver & Norman 2010).
The majority of the possible diameter range places 2015 RR245
in the size range where self-gravity produces a spherical shape.
By this criterionit could be considered one of the roughly
20–30 “dwarf planet candidates” now known from previous
wide-ﬁeld shallow surveys covering most of the sky (Trujillo &
Brown 2003; Larsen et al. 2007; Schwamb et al. 2010;
Sheppard et al. 2011; Rabinowitz et al. 2012; Bannister 2013;
Brown et al. 2015), most of which have a < 50 au .
3. ORBIT
With all available OSSOS astrometry from 2015 September
to 2016 June, the distance to 2015 RR245 could be accurately
evaluated as 64.479±0.008 au. However, the barycentric
orbital semimajor axis was less precisely determinable:
a = 82.1  2.5au(1σcovariance-based error estimate). With
a swath of semimajor axis uncertainty more than 5auwide, it
was impossible to conﬁdently determine resonance occupation:
typical resonance widths are 0.5–1auin the outer solar system.
Without a very precise orbit, multiple dynamical behaviors
are possible, and this object could not usefully advance the
discussion of the subtleties of resonance sticking below. At
this point the object was released to the MPC so that the
worldwide community could participate in the second year
of recovery and provide physical characterization. On 2016
July 13, the Pan-STARRS1 survey (Kaiser et al. 2010) released
six oppositions of astrometry of 2015 RR245 to the MPC,
spanning 2010 September to 2015 July. A subset of these
observations wasfound independently by the analysis of
Weryk et al. (2016); theywere augmented with additional
Pan-STARRS1 detections found based on the Weryk et al.
(2016) orbit.
The orbital solution to the seven-opposition set of astrometric measurements (calculated per Bernstein & Khushalani

27

http://www.sdss.org/dr12/algorithms/ugrizvegasun/
http://www.minorplanetcenter.net/db_search/show_object?utf8=%E2%
9C%93&object_id=2015+RR245
29
HV = Hr - 0.03 + 0.45 (g - r ) (Smith et al. 2002).
28
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Table 2
Barycentric Elements for 2015 RR245 in International Celestial Reference System (ICRS) at Osculating Epoch 2457274.9
a (au)
81.86±0.05

e

i (°)

Ω (°)

ω (°)

JD peri

0.5859±0.0003

7.553±0.001

211.761±0.002

260.817±0.012

2485409±10

Note. Barycentric distance: 64.479±0.001 auwith true anomaly f = 253 . 5. Here,Ω is the longitude of theascending node, ω the argument of perihelion, and JD
peri is the Julian day of osculating barycentric perihelion. The uncertainties are the 1s estimates based on the covariance matrix at the best-ﬁt orbit, derived by the
method of Bernstein & Khushalani (2000).

Figure 1. Uncertainties on the orbit of 2015 RR245 using the accounting for possible systematics fully described in Gladman et al. (2008). The best-ﬁt orbit (Table 2) is
marked by the large open triangle in each panel, while the square and pentagon give orbital elements corresponding to the minimal and maximal semimajor
axes,respectively,of the Monte Carlo search. Small dots show orbits consistent with the available astrometry found during the search for the two extremal orbits;
their density is not proportional to likelihood, and they are not used elsewhere in this manuscript. All elements are barycentric in the J2000 reference frame and thus
judged relative to the ecliptic. Upper left:semimajor axis a vs. eccentricity e. Note the strong correlation that is equivalent to a set of orbits having nearly the same
q=33.9 auperihelion distance as the best-ﬁt orbit. Upper right:ecliptic inclination i as a function of a. Lower left:longitude of ascending node Ω as a function of i.
Lower right:argument of perihelion ω vs. the Julian day of osculating perihelion judged at the epoch JD=2457274.9.

3
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Figure 2. The orbital evolution of the three orbits marked in Figure 1. The left, middle, and right columns show the a, q, and resonant argument Φ evolution for the
minimal, best-ﬁt, and maximal semimajor axis orbits, respectively. The 0.5 au oscillation of a is forced by the resonance and is coupled to the rapid (;10,000 year)
libration of the resonant argument. The dynamical protection provided by the resonance results in only very weak interactions, allowing only very slow evolution of
the perihelion distance q. The libration amplitude in the resonance is 110 for the best-ﬁt orbit and is 20°–30° larger for the extremal orbits.

2000) provides a secure classiﬁcation when analyzed with the
dynamical orbital classiﬁcation algorithm of Gladman et al.
(2008): all plausible orbits yield the same dynamical behavior.
The best-ﬁt J2000 barycentric orbital elements are given in

Table 2. Figure 1 shows the large span of all plausible orbital
elements obtained by the Metropolis algorithm described by
Gladman et al. (2008). The span of plausible orbital behaviors
gives a secure dynamical classiﬁcation in the 9:2 mean-motion
4
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Figure 3. Histogram of the L92 libration amplitude distribution of the 250
clones produced by the covariance matrix analysis. See text for discussion.

resonance with Neptune (Figure 2), which is centered30 at a
barycentric semimajor axis of 81.96 au. 2015 RR245 is the
ﬁrst trans-Neptunian object securely identiﬁed in this distant
resonance.
This resonance occupancyreinforces the ﬁnding that there
are many TNOs in high-order, distant a > 50 resonances
(Chiang et al. 2003; Lykawka & Mukai 2007a; Gladman et al.
2008; 2012; Alexandersen et al. 2014; Pike et al. 2015; Kaib &
Sheppard 2016; Sheppard et al. 2016). Objects in large-a
resonances are inefﬁciently discovered due to the r -4
dependence for reﬂected ﬂux, the overall steep TNO luminosity
function, and because the large eccentricities of such orbits
placemost of the population at large distances at any given
timeand thus below the ﬂux limit of wide-ﬁeld surveys. When
carefully debiased for detectability, the large-a resonances
together yield a total resonant population that is comparable to
the main classical Kuiper Belt (Gladman et al. 2012; Pike
et al. 2015; Volk et al. 2016).
The resonant protection provided by the 9:2 resonance is
very similar to that provided by the 3:2 and 5:2 mean-motion
resonances (Cohen & Hubbard 1965; Gladman et al. 2012).
Speciﬁcally,
libration
of
the
resonant
argument
F92 = 9l - 2lN - 7v around 180° (Figure 2) means that
when a resonant TNO is at perihelion, Neptune is never near
the same mean orbital longitude lN , preventing close
encounters (in this expression, λ is the mean longitude of the
particle and v = W + w is the longitude of perihelion). The
libration amplitude L92 results in the perihelion longitude offset
between the TNO and Neptune varying from 90 - L 92 2 to
90 + L 92 2. Using methods described in Volk et al. (2016),
the L92 distribution (Figure 3) was determined with 10 Myr
simulations of 250 particles (“clones”) distributed probabilistically in the 3s error ellipse card on the covariance matrix
based on the orbit bestﬁt. All these orbits remained resonant
for the 10 Myr duration; at the current epoch, 2015 RR245 is
thus ﬁrmly lodged in the resonance.
There are many resonant TNOs with precisely known orbits
that are stable for the lifetime of the solar system, Pluto being

Figure 4. Semimajor axis evolution for ﬁvesample orbits (each a different
color) drawn from a covariance-based set of 250 orbits consistent with the
astrometry of 2015 RR245. For the ﬁrst 40 Myr, all 250 clones oscillate by the
1 au full width of the resonance. They then begin leaving the resonance into
the actively scattering population, where their semimajor axes are changing by
several au/Myr in a diffusive manner driven by Neptune scattering. The
median time before ﬁrst departure from the resonance is 100 Myr; here
ﬁveorbits with less-typical early departures are shown, sometimes displaying
the frequently seen behavior among the clone ensemble of subsequent sticking
to other resonances or return to the 9:2.

an obvious example. There also exist TNOs with similar highprecision orbits whose orbital evolution shows many resonant
librations for all clones initially, but then have nearly all clones
leave the resonance on timescales =4Gyr. Several Neptune
1:1 resonators (Trojans) are known to exhibit this phenomenon
(Horner & Lykawka 2012; Alexandersen et al. 2014), as do
three well-studied TNOs in the 5:1 (Pike et al. 2015). It is thus
important to keep in mind the distinction between (1) actively
“scattering” TNOs, (2) “temporarily” metastable TNOs,
(3) stable resonators, and (4) permanently detached TNOs
with no chance of recoupling on solar system timescales;
orbital resonances are often involved when TNOs transit
between those states.
To explore the longer-term evolution of 2015 RR245, we
extended the integration of these same 250 clones to 500 Myr.
While every orbit initially spends at least 10 Myr steadily
librating in the resonance, the clones begin to diffuse out on
timescales of 50Myr and begin actively scatteringdue to
Neptune (Figure 4). Their subsequent evolution then becomes
diffusive, with the scattering particles sometimes temporarily
sticking to other resonances (during which the evolution shows
a stable semimajor axis at some other value). Particles
commonly return to stick to the 9:2 resonance itself, and then
they remain stuck for typical timescales of tens of megayears.
We ﬁnd a median dynamical lifetime before ﬁrst departure

30

Note that this evaluation should be made in barycentric orbital element
space. Neptune’s barycentric semimajor axis aN = 30.07 au is perturbed by up
to 0.02 auon 500 Myr timescales. For instance, while the barycentric mean
center of the resonance is shifting on the 10 Myr interval in Figure 2 (upper
row), it is not apparentdue to being ~1 200th the barycentric oscillation of the
particles.
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from the resonance of order 100 Myr, with roughly 15% of the
clones in the resonance 500 Myr in the future (note that some
may have left and returned; Figure 4). Only a tiny fraction of
the clones will be in the 9:2 after 4 Gyr. It is thus very likely
that 2015 RR245 has not continuously spent the last 4Gyr in
the resonance, but instead was trapped from the actively
scattering population within the last ∼100 Myr.

Though we consider transient sticking the most plausible
origin for 2015 RR245, other emplacement scenarios are
possible. For example, Nice model-type histories (Levison
et al. 2008) could in principle emplace objects in the 9:2
resonance directly during an early solar system upheaval event.
If fortunate enough to remain stable for the subsequent ∼4 Gyr
solar system age, these objects might still be present today. A
numerical simulation of TNO sculpting under a Nice modellike solar system history (Pike et al. 2016) does produce a
population of 9:2 resonant TNOs. However, the objects
reported in Pike et al. (2016), drawn from the simulations of
Brasser & Morbidelli (2013), may also be transient captures.
Further work is needed to determine whether these objects were
caught early and retained, or whether they are in fact transiently
sticking TNOs captured later in the 4 Gyr numerical evolution.
Alternately, resonance capture during smooth migration of
Neptune, even over a relatively large 10 audistance, would
require an initial disk extending beyond 55 auto provide a
source of TNOs for capture into resonance. While there are
low-inclination TNOs beyond the 2:1 resonance that suggest
that the cold classical TNO population did extend to at least
50 au(Bannister et al. 2016), 55 auwould be at the larger
end of the observed debris disk population (Hillenbrand
et al. 2008). Because they appeal for capture into resonance
occurring early in the solar system’s history, both the Nice-type
and the smooth migration scenarios would require that future
observations of 2015 RR245 push its orbit to a subset of phase
space more stable than that currently explored by our orbital
clones; this seems unlikely given the extent of our numerical
exploration.
We next consider whether our detection of a large TNO in
the resonant phase of the metastable population is consistent
with the population ratios between the two phases (scattering/
resonant). Our initial numerical experiments suggest that—
summed over all resonances—the transiently stuck population
may be comparable to the population of active scatterers. This
is similar to the behavior seen for the known 5:1 resonant
TNOs, which typically spend half their lifetimes in various
resonances and half in a scattering state (Pike et al. 2015). If so,
a single transiently stuck dwarf planet candidate detection by
OSSOS is consistent with our lack of detection of similarly
sized active scatterers. Only a few of the well-populated distant
resonances are known to contain H < 4 TNOs (Sheppard
et al. 2011). Additionally, the classiﬁcation methods of Elliot
et al. (2005) and Gladman et al. (2008) both agree that with its
current astrometric measurements, 2007 OR10 is securely in the
10:3 resonance. Because dynamical timescales are longer at
large semimajor axes, transiently stuck TNOs spend more time
in more distant (low-order) resonances, making the 9:2 a
reasonable resonance in which to ﬁnd 2015 RR245.
When viewed in absolute magnitude H space, detection of an
Hr=3.6 TNO by OSSOS is naively a ∼4% probability using
the TNO sky density estimates of Fraser et al. (2014, Figure 9).
However, the Hr frequency distribution reported in Fraser et al.
(2014) utilizes an empirical formulation that adjusts for the
increased albedos of many large TNOs (Brown 2008, p. 335;
Fraser et al. 2008, 2014). Use of that relation32 to compute
an “effective” Hr for 2015 RR245 results in a value of
Hr,eff = 4.35. At this Hr,eff , our detection of one TNO in 155

4. DISCUSSION
Two main possibilities appear likely for how 2015 RR245
came to be in its current orbit: ﬁrst, that it was scattered off
Neptune and is presently “sticking” to a resonance, with the
scattering event either recent or early in solar system history;
andsecond, 2015 RR245 could have been captured into the
resonance during Neptune’s migration. We consider each
in turn.
Metastable resonant TNOs that are emplaced by “transient
sticking” are an established phenomenon. The transient
sticking slows orbital evolution, providing a mechanism
necessary to maintain the current scattering disk, which would
otherwise decay on timescales much shorter than the age of the
solar system (Duncan & Levison 1997). Several studies of
transient sticking report temporary captures in the 9:2
resonance (Fernández et al. 2004; Lykawka & Mukai 2007b;
Almeida et al. 2009). These studies found most periods spent in
the resonance are short (∼10 Myr) and with large libration
amplitudes, L 92 > 130. However, occasionally their modeled
particles attained smaller libration amplitudes, which lengthened their occupation in the resonance. The low-libration
“sticker” objects provide an enhanced contribution to the
steady-state transient population. Indeed, the simulations
reported in Lykawka & Mukai (2007b) include stickers in the
9:2 resonance with L92 as small as the 115 observed for 2015
RR245. Of the particles in Lykawka & Mukai (2007b) surviving
to the present time, roughly half had experienced a trapping in
the 9:2 at some time, and one case kept L 92 < 120 for
700Myr (P. Lykawka, 2016 private communication). 2015
RR245 plausibly ﬁts into this “metastable TNO” paradigm.
Given the ∼100 Myr median resonant lifetime of our orbital
clones, we suggest that 2015 RR245 is likely to be transiently
alternating between Neptune mean-motion resonances and the
actively scattering component of the trans-Neptunian region.
This conclusion is bolstered by 2015 RR245’s perihelion
distance of q=34 au; roughly31 q < 37 au results in the
continuing orbital interactions with Neptune that are shared
by almost all active scatterers. In fact, nonresonant TNOs
with q only 4 aufrom Neptune’s orbital semimajor axis
of 30 autypically experience sufﬁciently numerous strong
encounters with Neptune (when the longitude of Neptune
matches that of the TNO while the TNO is at perihelion) for
their orbits to rapidly evolve (Morbidelli et al. 2004). Such
rapidly evolving orbits, when observed at the current epoch, are
classiﬁed in the scattering population (Gladman et al. 2008).
Residence in the 9:2 or other resonances can temporarily shield
TNOs from scattering, but eventually their orbital evolution
will lead such TNOs to leave the resonance and resume active
scattering. Note that there can be resonant objects (e.g., Pluto)
thatdo not participate at all in this process on 4Gyr timescales.

32

The Hr mag of 2015 RR245 is used to estimate a size given an estimated
intrinsic albedo of pV=12%, and then an “effective” Hr mag is computed for
that size using an effective albedo of 6%.

31

Orbital integration is required; see discussions in Lykawka & Mukai
(2007a) and Gladman et al. (2008).
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square degrees of survey coverage is in good agreement with
the measured Hr,eff frequency distribution.
Concentrating on such “large” TNOs, 2015 RR245 spends
approximately two-thirds of its orbit brighter than the
shallowest magnitude limit mr ~ 24.5 of any OSSOS block;
even at aphelion its sky motion of ∼1″/hr would be easily
detectable by our survey. With such a substantial visibility
fraction, a trivial estimate of the number of comparable TNOs
within about 10° of the ecliptic is (360 ´ 20 155)  50
Hr < 3.6 TNOs over the sky, with only a small upward
correction (of <50%) for the fraction of the visibility.
Demanding that these TNOs be also in the 9:2 should be
viewed as dangerous “postfacto” reasoning (in that the
argument would apply to any subpopulation in which the
single TNO was found). Instead, the perspective should be that
there are 50–100 Hr < 3.6 TNOs in the volume inside 100 au,
which seems completely plausible. Its dynamics suggest 2015
RR245 is one of the objects that survived the population decay
in the initially scattered disk after experiencing scattering and
temporary capture in multiple resonances. If of order 100
H  4 TNOs exist and the “retention efﬁciency” over the
entire outer solar system is ∼1% (Duncan & Levison 1997;
Nesvorny & Vokrouhlický 2016), then there would have been
∼10,000 such objects present in the outer solar system at the
time that the giant planets began to clear the region. This is in
line with primordial estimates (Stern 1991; Stern & Colwell 1997) of ∼1000 Plutoswhen one takes into account that
Pluto-scale TNOs are only a fraction of the H < 4 inventory.
Viewed another way, there may still be an issue that isdue to
the puzzling fact that 2015 RR245 is roughly 3 mag brighter
than the OSSOS detection limits. That is, OSSOS detects many
TNOs with mr < 24.9, and none are in the 9:2 resonance. We
ﬁnd that the Hv = 4.7 TNO 2003 UA414, recently refound by
Pan-STARRS,33 is securely in the 9:2and stably resonant on a
100 Myr timescale, with 100 clones evolved as in Section 3 all
remaining resonant. No other published surveys suggest any
smaller TNOs being detected in the 9:2. If one anchors a
normal exponential magnitude distribution to 2015 RR245, even
restricting to its discovery distance of 65 au, there should be
∼100 TNOs up to three magnitudes fainter, yet only one has
been found. The problem is worsened when considering that
near the q=34 auperihelion distance, TNOs as faint as
Hr  9 are visible to OSSOS, and detection of those TNOs is
far more likely than ﬁnding 2015 RR245. A plausible resolution
of this apparent paradox is most likely that 2015 RR245 has an
albedo that is higher than that of smaller TNOs (Stansberry
et al. 2008), as suggested above, and thus this TNO does not
anchor a steep exponential distribution. Considering known
large TNOs on potentially “metastable” orbits, for an albedo
like that of the substantially larger Eris (at a current heliocentric
distance of 96 au) of p  0.96 (Sicardy et al. 2011), the
effective Hr becomes nearly 6, and the nondetection of smaller
TNOs even at perihelion is not statistically alarming. We point
out, however, that thevisual albedo of the1500km diameter
2007 OR10is only 9% (Pal et al. 2016), raising doubt on
whether all large TNOs have high albedos (Brown 2008, p.
335). Future thermal measurements and spectral studies of
2015 RR245, which will steadily brighten as it approaches its

2090 perihelion, will inform the open question of its albedo and
surface composition.
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